
29th November 2021
Exam Contingency Plans - Summer 2022

Dear Parents/Carers,

We received updates from the Department for Education (DfE) on the 11th November, 2021
regarding contingency plans that would be put into place should external examinations be
cancelled for your child in summer 2022. While it is unlikely at this time that this will be the
case, we should all be aware of the plans, especially in the 'in-case' scenario of having evidence
of students' learning to support teacher assessed grades (TAGS) and the stipulations around
this.

At Beacon High, you will be aware that we are currently running our first series of mock
examinations for your child. The second series is scheduled to take place from the 28th
February to the 11th March, 2022. We have also planned a provisional third series of
mock examinations in the early summer term from the 25th April to the 6th May, 2022.

The DfE and Ofqual have made adaptations to account for the impact of the pandemic, and will
closely monitor the situation in schools. If there’s a significant increase in disruption and/or a
tightening of public health restrictions, they’ll introduce extra measures as a last resort. In
particular if there’s:

● widespread and significant disruption to teaching and learning, advance information
will be published sooner to help schools and colleges to focus their remaining
teaching time

● new public health restrictions which may affect exams, the DfE will consider putting
an Exams Support Service in place, as they did for the autumn series exams in 2020
and 2021. This will support schools and colleges with access to venues and
invigilators.

In the unlikely event that exams are not able to go ahead as planned, grades provided by
schools will be used. Detailed information on how grades would be determined, and guidance
on how to use the evidence collected to determine those grades, along with details about
quality assurance and appeals, will only be published if exams are cancelled.

Below is a summary of the key steps that we are required to  take throughout the rest of the
school year, to make sure students have evidence in place that their grades could be based on,
if needed:

Non-exam assessment - we will support students, wherever possible, to complete any
non-exam assessment in line with arrangements set out by Ofqual for 2022 and the timescales
set by exam boards.

Collating evidence - teachers will  keep the original student work – students could be given
copies if this would help support their learning.
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Assessing students - we will plan assessment opportunities for grades in advance, gathering
some evidence early in the academic year. A recommended pattern could be to assess
students once in the second half of the autumn term and the spring term, and the first half of
the summer term.

The guidance also states that:

● The assessments should be sat under exam-like conditions wherever possible - for
example, unseen past papers (full or in part), closed book, timed and with
supervision. This will help make sure that the work is authentic, and prepare students
for exams in the summer. Those controls could be provided within a classroom rather
than an exam hall.

● You should tell students before they take each assessment that their performance in
it will be used as part of the evidence to determine their grade if exams are cancelled.
Wherever possible, this information should be given far enough in advance to allow
them time to revise and prepare. They should be told the aspects of the content the
assessment will cover, but not the specific questions.

● Students should not be given the opportunity to repeat an assessment – for example
to improve their mark in response to feedback.

● For art and design and project qualifications, which do not have exams, students
should complete their non-exam assessments in line with the requirements. No
additional assessments are needed.

I do hope that this information is clear and supportive of your understanding of the processes
that may be needed moving forward. As we receive updated information, we will of course
share this with you.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Yours faithfully,

Emm� Goo�

Ms. E Good
Deputy Headteacher


